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OnePlace for Marketing with
Dun & Bradstreet

DATA INTEGRATION

Boost the performance of your marketing and business development outcomes with direct access to 

accurate, high-quality data that bolsters your confidence in the efficacy of your CRM. Intapp’s native 

integration with Dun & Bradstreet (D&B) ensures that your client and prospect records are continuously 

current, complete, and consolidated.

• Eliminate duplicates and outliers to establish a single per-client profile 

• Enrich your prospect and client records with valuable firmographic data

• Improve segmentation and targeting for stronger campaign performance
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Enrich and consolidate client records with Dun & Bradstreet business data.
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How It Works
The integration of OnePlace for Marketing with D&B data provides direct access to the D&B Data Cloud, comprising more than 
300 million global business records — curated from thousands of sources — and updated 5 million times a day. 

Using the D&B D-U-N-S® Number, you can merge records to eliminate duplicate accounts by selecting a master record 
to inherit all related objects and creating a single discrete profile on a per-client level. You can also segment prospects 
and clients using more than 140 firmographic attributes to enable better analyses, targeting, business development, and 
campaign performance.

Features and Benefits
The integration of OnePlace for Marketing with D&B best-in-class business data provides peace of mind that your client data 
is always clean, current, and reliable.

• Native integration replaces slow and cumbersome batch correct-and-update processes and eliminates the need for 
custom development.

• D&B D-U-N-S® Number serves as a trusted universal identifier for each business to deliver accurate information, 
facilitate record consolidation, and prevent duplicate accounts.

• Firmographic data enrichment offers more than 140 attributes — including industry classifications, revenue, and 
employee counts — to refine segmentation and targeting.

• Real-time validation leverages the most current D&B data.

• Ongoing monitoring keeps your data continuously up-to-date.

• Autofill feature allows you to set up profiles quickly and accurately.

• One-stop support offers the convenience of a single point of contact and one-stop support included in your Intapp 
licensing agreement.
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Leverage the Power of OnePlace 
for Marketing with D&B Integration
To add D&B data to your existing OnePlace for Marketing 

deployment, or to learn more about OnePlace for 

Marketing with integrated D&B data, talk to your account 

representative for information about the benefits and 

next steps to activate the integration.

About Intapp

Intapp provides the first and only professional and financial services industry cloud to help firms shift to a modernization 
strategy and gain a growth edge in today’s competitive marketplace. More than 1,500 clients globally rely on us, including 98 
of the Global 100 law firms, three of the Big Four accounting firms, and more than 600 private equity, investment banking, 
and capital markets firms. We offer intelligent solutions — purpose-built for partner-led firms — spanning the entire client 
lifecycle, from strategy through origination and execution. Intapp is backed by Temasek and Great Hill Partners. For more 
information, visit  www.intapp.com.
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